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ABSTRACT

A key step in network analysis is to partition a
complex network into dense modules. Currently,
modularity is one of the most popular benefit func-
tions used to partition network modules. However,
recent studies suggested that it has an inherent
limitation in detecting dense network modules. In
this study, we observed that despite the limitation,
modularity has the advantage of preserving the
primary network structure of the undetected
modules. Thus, we have developed a simple itera-
tive Network Partition (iNP) algorithm to partition
a network. The iNP algorithm provides a general
framework in which any modularity-based algorithm
can be implemented in the network partition step.
Here, we tested iNP with three modularity-based
algorithms: multi-step greedy (MSG), spectral clus-
tering and Qcut. Compared with the original three
methods, iNP achieved a significant improvement
in the quality of network partition in a benchmark
study with simulated networks, identified more
modules with significantly better enrichment of
functionally related genes in both yeast protein
complex network and breast cancer gene
co-expression network, and discovered more
cancer-specific modules in the cancer gene
co-expression network. As such, iNP should have
a broad application as a general method to assist
in the analysis of biological networks.

INTRODUCTION

The continuing development of high-throughput
technologies has presented biologists with unprecedented
opportunities to study thousands of genes in parallel.

Currently, genome-scale omics data, including trans-
criptomics, proteomics, metabolomics, etc. are being
generated on a daily base. How to store, organize and
interpret such a tremendous amount of data, however,
creates a significant challenge in the field of computational
biology. Biological network provides a convenient
platform for displaying and visualizing the complex
relationships between genes/proteins in cell, and has
been quickly adopted as a general tool for genome-wide
analysis (1–10). The most popular and widely studied bio-
logical network is the protein–protein interaction network
in which the nodes correspond to proteins while the edges
represent the physical interactions between proteins
(1–8,10). Other examples include gene co-expression
network, genetic interaction network, etc. (5,11).
Although a network is easy to construct, it is imprac-

tical to use the network directly for computational
analysis, given the sheer volume of network data and
the complicated network structure. It is therefore
often necessary to partition a network into modules or
subcomponents before the application of further
analysis. A network module is generally defined as a
local dense community inside which nodes have more
edges with each other than with those outside the
module (12). For biological networks, the network
modules are often associated with protein complexes
(7,13), or enriched with specific functions (10), making it
useful to generate biologically meaningful hypothesis.
So far, a range of definitions on network modules have
been proposed, and various heuristic methods based
on those definitions have been developed (4,14,15).
Hierarchical clustering is one of the earliest used
methods for network partition (16). Although it has the
advantage of not specifying the size or number of modules
to partition, given the stringent tree structure of network
produced by hierarchical clustering, it is often difficult to
decide where to cut the tree in order to get the best
division (17). Modularity proposed by Newman and
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Girvan is a benefit function that quantifies how well
a network is divided into modules (4,14). The higher the
modularity, the denser the network modules and the more
sparse connections between network modules are. Because
of its simple mathematics form, modularity has become
the most popular benefit function and quickly been
adopted by many algorithms for network partition (18).
However, on the one hand, maximizing modularity is

a NP-hard problem (19). Though a number of heuristic
methods, such as greedy (4,14,15,20), Qcut (21), simulate
annealing (22) and Spectral Clustering (SC) (14,23,24)
have been developed, these methods are not always
capable of finding the best modularity. On the other
hand, as Fortunato et al. (25) pointed out, there is an
inherent resolution limit in the modularity function,
making it difficult to detect smaller communities by
maximizing modularity. Recognizing the resolution
limit of the modularity function, a number of methods
have been developed to either develop an alternative
quality function to modularity (26,27), or optimize or
post-process the network partition on the basis of modu-
larity function (21,28). The alternative quality functions
include modularity density developed by Li et al. (26),
a spin model-based formulation proposed by Reichardt
et al. (27), and etc. However, these alternative methods
still suffer a resolution limit. Ruan et al. (21) developed
a recursive procedure named hQcut to partition networks
on the basis of a modularity-based method, Qcut, and
demonstrated in the benchmarks that the recursive
partition achieved significant improvement in the quality
of network partition than that without the iteration.
However, because of the need to partition a large
number of random graphs at every step of iteration by
Qcut to evaluate whether to continue or stop the iteration,
this method suffers high computational time especially
for large networks, making it impractical for analyzing
a large number of real biological networks in parallel.
In this study, we observed that despite the resolution

limitation, modularity tends to preserve the primary
network structure of the undetected dense network
modules. In addition, though different modularity-based
methods might divide networks with different quality,
the modularity produced by them tends to be similar to
each other. Therefore, similar to Ruan et al.’s (21) hQcut
method, in this study, we proposed an iterative Network
Partition (iNP) algorithm that recursively partitions
pre-partitioned network modules. However, what
make iNP different from hQcut are the followings.
First, iNP provides a general framework in which any
modularity-based methods can be implemented in the
network partition step, and we tested iNP with three
modularity-based algorithm: Multi-Step Greedy (MSG)
(15), SC (24) and Qcut (21) in this study. Second, given
that different modularity-based methods tend to generate
networks with similar modularity value, at the iteration
step, we chose MSG, a greedy method that runs extremely
efficient though with poor quality of network division,
to partition the random graph generated from the par-
ent module, in order to quickly evaluate the statistical
significance of the iteration. In a benchmark with
hundreds of simulated networks with different degree of

complexity, we demonstrated that iNP achieved signifi-
cant improvement in the quality of network division
over the original modularity-based algorithms. In two
real biological network cases: a yeast protein complex
interaction network and a breast cancer gene
co-expression network, compared with the traditional
methods, the iNP algorithm was able to identify more
gene modules with significantly better enrichment of
functionally related genes in both networks, and identify
more breast cancer-specific gene modules in the cancer
co-expression network. What’s more, we found that
although MSG performed much worse than SC and
Qcut in simulated networks, iNP-MSG performed
comparably to iNP-SC and iNP-Qcut in relatively simple
simulated networks and the two real biological networks.
Because it took only a minute for iNP-MSG to finish par-
titioning the breast cancer gene co-expression network
that consists of 9112 genes, compared with 10 and
100min by iNP-Qcut and iNP-SC, respectively, this
makes iNP-MSG an appealing choice for analyzing large
number of real biological networks.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Modularity and the MSG, SC, Qcut and simulated
annealing (SA) algorithms

Modularity is a popular benefit function to evaluate the
quality of a network division. The definition of modularity
is as the followings:

M ¼
XNm

i¼1

li
L
�

di
2L

� �2
" #

where M is the modularity, Nm is the total number of
modules, li is the sum of edges in module i, di is the sum
over the degree of nodes in module i where the degree of
a node is defined as the number of nodes in the network
it is connected to, and L is the sum of edges in whole
network. In practice, the higher the modularity, the
better quality of the network division is. Generally, the
modularity of a good partition is >0.30. In this study,
we investigated the following three modularity-based
algorithms for network partition, which all aim to
maximize the modularity by different means. Below, we
briefly describe the procedures of these algorithms. For
detailed description of these algorithms, please refer to
the original publications.

MSG is a greedy method. Compared with traditional
greedy methods that iteratively merge two communities
contributing the most to modularity maximization,
MSG optimizes modularity by merging multiple pairs
of communities at each step of iteration. In addition,
a Vertex Mover algorithm is implemented after the con-
vergence of modularity maximization to adjust the
‘misplaced’ vertices to neighboring communities in order
to further improve the modularity. MSG is highly compu-
tationally efficient, with a complexity of approximately
O (Nlog2N) for sparse networks, where N is the number
of nodes in the network. Detailed description of MSG can
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be found in (15). The MSG source code was obtained
from its author Philipp Schütz.

SC is a spectral approach-based clustering method.
It involves mapping of the similarity matrix in a high-
dimensional space to a low-dimensional space, clustering
the nodes by k-means, and selecting the best ‘k’ that gives
the maximum modularity value (24). It is currently one of
the most popular network partition algorithms. The SC
source code was obtained from its author Mark Newman.

Qcut is a graph partitioning algorithm. Compared with
other graph partitioning algorithms, Qcut uses modularity
to automatically determine the optimal partitioning
and the number of partitions, and is parameter free. In
addition, Qcut also combines spectral graph partitioning
with local search to optimize modularity, making it an
efficient heuristic algorithm (21). The source code was
obtained from its author Weixiong Zhang.

All algorithms in this study were tested on a Dell
PowerEdge R700 server with Intel Xeon X5650
2.67GHz CPU. Single CPU core was used in order to
evaluate the computational time by each algorithm.

The iNP algorithm

In iNP, a modularity-based algorithm, such as MSG or
SC, is first applied to divide a network into modules.
Then, for each module, the modularity-based algorithm
is iteratively applied to further partition it into smaller
ones until all smaller modules are identified. To determine
whether to stop or continue partitioning on a pre-
partitioned module, the modularity value (M-value) after
partitioning this module is recorded. Then, similar to
Ruan et al.’s (21) hQcut procedure, a number of ran-
dom graphs with similar degree distribution to the
pre-partitioned module are generated and partitioned in
order to obtain the mean and variance of the M-value of
the random graphs. However, unlike hQcut that uses Qcut
to partition the random graphs, which is not computation-
ally efficient, MSG is used to partition the random graphs
irrespective of which modularity-based algorithms are
used in iNP. Furthermore, to speed up the process, a
summed modularity difference defined by the following

equation: S ¼
PN
i

ðM�MiÞ is computed, where M is the

M-value of the pre-partitioned module and Mi is the
M-value of the ith random graph. For the first 10
random graphs, i.e. N=10, if S� 1.0, then we continue
the iteration, and if S� 0.2, then we stop the iteration. If S
is in between 0.2 and 1.0, then we continue to generate
50 random graphs, in order to compute the mean and
variance of the M-value of the random graphs from
which we compute the Z-score of the M-value of the
pre-partitioned module. If Z-score�2, we continue the it-
eration; otherwise, we stop the iteration. The source code
of iNP is available for downloading at http://202.120.224
.143/index/software.

Generation of simulated networks

To benchmark the iNP method, we generated several
hundreds of simulated networks. Each network consists
of a total number of 1000 nodes. To generate modules

in the network, we first defined the mean community
size of the modules in a network. For example, if the
mean community size is 25 nodes, then the network has
around 40 modules. By adjusting the mean community
size (from 25, 50 . . . to 150 nodes, with an interval of
25 nodes) and the variance (from 10% to 40% of the
mean community size), we could generate networks with
different number of modules. Then, to achieve different
degree of network complexity, we defined an in-out-degree
ratio for the nodes inside a module. The in-out-degree
ratio of a node is defined as the number of links this
node has in the module to that in the network. The
higher the in-out-degree ratio, the clearer the modular
structure of the network is. By experimenting the mean
in-out-degree ratio and the variance, we found that
when the in-out-degree ratio and the variance were set at
(0.5, 0.2), (0.6, 0.2) and (0.8, 0.2), we could generate
networks with a modularity value around 0.4, 0.5
and 0.65 based on the defined modules, representing
complex, medium complex and simple networks, respect-
ively. For each combination of the above-mentioned three
parameters (the mean community size, the variance of
community size and the in-out-degree ratio), we generated
nine networks. Finally, we obtained a total number of
6� 4� 3� 9=648 simulated networks.

The Jaccard accuracy to measure the quality of
a network division

Because the exact components of each module in a
simulated network are known by definition, after a
network partition, we can compare the partitioned
modules with the defined modules to evaluate the
quality of the network division. Here, we used the
Jaccard accuracy measure for this purpose (29). Given
the partitioned modules G1, . . . ,Gi, . . . ,Gn and the origin-
ally defined modules A1, . . . ,Aj, . . . , Am, where Gi and Aj

refers to the i-th partitioned and the jth generated module,

respectively, we computed JGi,Aj
¼ Gi \ Aj

�� ��= Gi [ Aj

�� �� to

indicate the overlap between Gi and Aj. Then, for every
Gi, we computed JacGi

¼ maxj JGi,Aj
, from which we

computed Jaccard accuracy ¼
Pn

i¼1 jGij � JacGi
=
Pn

i¼1 jGij,

where jGij is the number of nodes in Gi and n is the total
number of partitioned modules, to represent the overall
similarity of the partitioned network to the generated
network. The Jaccard accuracy ranges from 0 to 1,
with 1 indicating a perfect network division.

Construction of a yeast protein complex interaction
network and a breast cancer gene co-expression network

We downloaded the protein complex interaction network
from Yu et al.’s (30) paper published in 2008. There are
a total number of 1622 genes with 9070 interactions.
We downloaded a breast cancer dataset (GSE10780)

(31,32) from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO)
database. There are a total number of 185 samples in
the data set, in which 143 are normal while 43 are
cancer samples. We first filtered out those probes that
have the lowest 30% expression value and variance.
Then, for each gene, we used the median value of the
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corresponding probe set as its expression value, and
conducted log2 transformation. The missing values were
filled by the impute.knn package in R. The total number
of genes in this data set is 21 561. We used quantile-
normalization (limma package in R) to normalize the
gene expression values in each sample. Because some
samples in the data set are very similar to each other,
to remove the redundant samples, we computed the
Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) for each pair of
the 185 samples based on their gene expression values,
and only kept those samples that have a PCC <0.99
between each other. This resulted in a total number of
162 samples, among which 123 are normal while 39
are cancer samples.
We followed Zhang et al.’s (33) procedures to construct

the breast gene co-expression network. Specifically, we
first computed the PCC between each pair of genes, and
ranked all gene pairs according to their PCC. Then,
we selected the top 1, 0.8, 0.6 . . . 0.01% gene pairs to con-
struct the co-expression networks, respectively. For each
network, we computed the linear regression coefficient
between the log10 transformed degree k (the degree of
a node is defined as the number of edges this node has
in the network) and the frequency of k (the frequency of
nodes with a given degree), and chose the network that
gave the best correlation. Such network is considered to
have the scale free property. Based on this measure,
we chose the network constructed from the top 0.1%
gene pairs, which includes 9112 genes with a total
number of 2 44 928 edges. When partitioning the
co-expression network, we considered the network as
a binary network.

Measurements on the quality of network partition on
real biological networks

Unlike the simulated networks in which the exact compo-
nents of each module are known in advance, there is
no answer on how real biological networks should be
partitioned. To evaluate the quality of the partition of
real biological networks, in this study, we have developed
a functional linkage enrichment (FLE) score, which is

defined as: FLE ¼
PN
i

funsimavg,i � funsimrand

� �
, where i

refers to the ith partitioned module, N is the total
number of partitioned module, funsimavg,i is the
averaged funsim scores of all gene pairs in the i-th parti-
tioned module, and funsimrand is the random funsim score
of a pair of genes in the genome. The funsim score of
a pair of genes is computed followings Schlicker et al.’s
(34) description. A funsim score ranges from 0 to 1, with
a higher score indicating stronger functional linkage
between a pair of genes. The funsim score was designed
such that all GO terms associated with the two genes as
well as the specificity of each GO term are taken into
consideration. Here, only those genes with known GO
biological process terms (GO annotations with evidence
codes of ‘IEA’ and ‘RCA’ are excluded) are taken into
consideration, while a module is considered only if it
has at least two pairs of known genes.

The rationales of developing the FLE score are 2-folds.
First, the main purpose of partitioning real biological
networks is to obtain biologically meaningful gene
modules, while the more functionally related genes are in
a module, the more biologically meaningful it is.
Therefore, the greater the averaged funsim score of all
pairs of genes in a partitioned module than the random
funsim score, the more biologically relevant the module is.
Second, to compare the network partition quality by dif-
ferent methods, the method producing more biologically
meaningful modules should be favored. Thus, with the
FLE score, we can directly compare the performance
of different methods in partitioning a real biological
network.

However, FLE may be biased to networks with
more number of modules. For example, if a biologically
relevant module that has a higher averaged funsim score
than random is randomly partitioned into two smaller
modules, then the resulted new network may have a
higher FLE score. This may be especially a problem for
iterative partitioning, because by design it will generate
more number of modules than the non-iterative methods
do. Therefore, to rule out the possibility that a higher FLE
score by iNP may be resulted from random partitioning,
we have developed two additional scores on the basis of
functional linkages: a functional cohesiveness score (FCS),
and a functional distinctiveness score (FDS). Suppose a
module m was partitioned by a non-iteratie method, and
was further partitioned into N modules by iNP, then FCS

is defined as FCS ¼
PN
i¼1

funsimi

� �
=N=ðfunsimmÞ, where

funsimm is the averaged funsim score between genes in
module m, and funsimi is the averaged funsim score
between genes in module i, and N is the total number of
newly generated modules from module m. FDS is defined
as

FDS ¼
X

i�N,j�N,i 6¼j

funsimi+funsimj

� �
= funsimi,j+funsimj,i

� �
=

N N+1ð Þ=2;

where funsimi and funsimj are the funsim scores of module
i and j, respectively, while funsimi,j is the averaged funsim
scores between genes in module i and genes in module j,
and funsimj,i equals to funsimi,j. If a module is subjected to
random partitioning, then both the FSC and FDS scores
will be equal to 1. However, if the iterative partition
results in more biological relevant modules, then both
scores will be >1, indicating that the genes inside the
new modules are more functionally cohesively related to
each other, while the genes between the modules are func-
tionally distinctive from each other. In contrast, if the
iterative partition destroys the inner structure of the
original module, then both scores will be <1.

Gene Ontology annotation and enrichment analysis

We downloaded the human and yeast gene GO annota-
tion database released in August 2010 by Gene Ontology
database (35), and filtered out GO annotations with
evidence codes of ‘IEA’ and ‘RCA’. For enrichment
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analysis, we focused only on those GO terms with the
number of annotated genes ranging from 10 to 300.
When analyzing the gene modules from the protein
complex interaction network, we considered GO terms
of ‘Biological Process’ and ‘Molecular function’. For
breast cancer gene co-expression network, we focused
only on GO terms from ‘Biological Process’ branch.
Fisher’s Exact test (R package Fisher’s test) was used to
compute the enrichment P-value, which was adjusted
by the ‘FDR’ method (36). The enrichment threshold
of P-value was set at 0.1.

Identification of the breast cancer-specific gene
co-expression modules

To identify the gene co-expression modules conferring
breast cancer specificity, for a given partitioned gene
module in the gene co-expression network, we first
computed the median expression value of the genes
inside the module for each sample in the gene expression
data set. Then, because the sample status (cancer or
normal) was known for every sample in the dataset, for
each gene co-expression module, we plotted a ROC curve
using its median gene expression value to classify the
cancer (labeled 1) versus normal (labeled 0) samples.
The median expression value of a given module can be
either higher (upregulated) or lower (downregulated) in
cancer samples than in normal samples, or indifferent
in between them. Consequently, the corresponding area
under curve of ROC (AUCROC) can be greater, smaller
than, or close to 0.5, respectively. The more deviated the
corresponding AUCROC is from 0.5, the more specific the
gene module is in distinguishing cancer from normal
samples. Here, we selected those gene modules with an
AUCROC of either >0.8 or <0.2 as upregulated or
downregulated cancer-specific gene modules, respectively.
GO enrichment analysis were then performed on each
cancer-specific gene module.

RESULTS

Despite the resolution limitation, modularity preserves the
primary network structure of undetected dense modules

As described in the ‘Materials and Methods’ section, we
generated 648 simulated networks with different degree
of complexity and different number of generated
modules. Here, we applied three modularity-based algo-
rithms: MSG, SC and Qcut, to partition those networks.
Among these three methods, SC is currently one of the
best and most popular network partition methods. For
description about these methods, refer to the ‘Materials
and Methods’ section. In terms of computational speed,
MSG was the most efficient one, with an average compu-
tational time of 0.7 s per network, while both SC and
Qcut were �20 times slower than MSG.

The modularity values produced by different methods
are similar to each other for all simulated networks,
though MSG produced slightly smaller modularity
values (Figure 1A). However, the quality of network
division by different methods is noticeably different
from each other: the Jaccard accuracy by MSG is

significantly worse than that that by SC and Qcut, while
SC and Qcut performed comparably to each other, with
Qcut slightly better than SC (Figure 1B). For example, for
simple, medium complex and complex networks, the
median Jaccard accuracy produced by MSG is 0.79, 0.72
and 0.68, respectively, in contrast to 1, 0.94 and 0.82 by
Qcut, and 1, 0.93 and 0.83 by SC, respectively. Thus, both
SC and Qcut outperformed MSG with significant margin
in terms of the quality of network division. However, even
for both SC and Qcut, there are still �35% of simple
networks whose Jaccard accuracy is <1, indicating
there are still a lot of rooms to improve the quality of
network partition.
To find out a way to improve the quality of network

partition, we first inspected whether the reasons why these
methods failed to accurately partition some networks were
because of overaggressive or because of overconservative
partitions. Figure 1C shows the box plot of the ratio of
the number of partitioned modules to the number of
defined modules by different methods. Interestingly,
none of these three modularity-based algorithms
produced a network with more modules than that of the
defined ones in any simulated network, indicating that
modularity-based methods are not aggressive in partition-
ing networks. However, there are still two possibilities
based on this observation. One, several defined modules
may be merged into one partitioned module. Two, a
defined module may be split apart and then merged with
other partitioned modules. To find out which one is
more likely to happen, we computed the fraction of
defined modules whose primary structure is preserved in
the network. Here, the primary network structure of
a defined module is considered preserved if 80% of its
nodes are kept in the same module after a network parti-
tion. As can be seen in Figure 1D, for all three methods,
the median value of this fraction is still close to 1 even for
complex networks, though the chances that the primary
network structure of a defined module is affected are
higher when the network becomes more complex.
Therefore, it can be concluded that for most simulated
networks, especially the relatively simpler ones, maxi-
mizing modularity tends to merge several dense modules
into larger ones, with the primary network structure of
each module preserved. This property of modularity
promoted us to reason that an iterative use of the
modularity-based method to partition the pre-partitioned
modules may gradually resolve the network structures.

The iNP algorithm significantly improves the quality
of network division

Given that the primary network structure of most modules
are persevered by modularity-based methods, in this
study, we have developed an iNP algorithm to recursively
partition the pre-partitioned modules using modularity-
based methods (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section for
details). iNP provides a general platform in which any
modularity-based methods can be implemented in the
iNP step. Similar to an iterative version of Qcut that
was named as hQcut, at each iteration step, a number of
random graphs with similar degree distribution to the
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pre-partitioned module are generated in order to deter-
mine the modularity threshold of continuing or stopping
the iteration. However, unlike hQcut that uses Qcut
to partition the random graphs in order to obtain the
modularity of the random graphs, which is very time-
consuming, we implemented MSG to partition the
random graphs. This is because though MSG performed
much worse than SC and Qcut in terms of Jaccard
accuracy, the modularity value produced by MSG is
similar to that by SC and Qcut (Figure 1A). Because
MSG is extremely fast, using MSG to partition the
random graph can greatly reduce the time consumption
of iNP. Here, we tested iNP with MSG, SC and Qcut
as the main partitioning algorithms, and for simplicity
named them as iNP-MSG, iNP-SC and iNP-Qcut,
respectively.
Figure 2A–C show the Jaccard accuracy by iNP-MSG,

iNP-Qcut and iNP-SC in comparison with that by MSG,
Qcut and SC, respectively. As can be seen, compared with
the corresponding non-iterative methods, iNP achieved
significant improvement in the quality of network
division, especially for iNP-MSG. There were also a
large number of networks whose Jaccard accuracy

remained the same before and after the iteration,
indicating that these networks were not subjected for iter-
ation. As shown in Figure 2D, the fraction of networks
partitioned by MSG, Qcut and SC that were subjected
for iteration by iNP was 81, 39 and 38%, respectively,
which is consistent with the observation that MSG
performed much worse than both Qcut and SC. In
Figure 2E, we compared the performance of all methods
with each other. From the comparison, we can see that
though MSG was significantly worse than both SC and
Qcut, iNP-MSG now outperformed both Qcut and SC in
partitioning the medium complex networks, and per-
formed comparably to them in both complex and simple
networks. Though iNP-MSG was still slightly worse than
both iNP-SC and iNP-Qcut, the difference between them
has been significantly reduced, compared with that before
the iteration. The average time consumption by iNP-MSG
across all 648 networks was about 20 s, while iNP-Qcut
and iNP-SC consumed about 54 and 40 s on average
per network, respectively. However, the relatively
smaller difference in time consumption between these
methods after the iteration was due to the fact that only
�38% of networks partitioned by Qcut and SC were

Figure 1. Performance of the modularity-based methods in partitioning the simulated networks. Three modularity-based methods, MSG, Qcut and
SC, were compared with each other. (A and B) show the modularity value and the Jaccard accuracy of the networks partitioned by different
methods, respectively. (C) The ratio of the number of partitioned modules to that of defined modules in a given network for different methods.
(D) The fraction of the defined modules whose primary network structure is preserved after network partition by different methods. In all subfigures,
the results are shown in boxplot for the complex, the medium complex and the simple networks separately from left to right. The network complexity
is defined by the modularity value computed using the defined modules (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section for details).
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subjected to iterative partitioning, compared with 80% of
MSG partitioned networks. In summary, we have proven
that by iteratively partitioning, iNP achieved significant
improvement over the traditional modularity-based
methods including SC, the currently one of the most
popular methods, in the quality of network division.

Partitioning the yeast protein complex interaction
network by iNP

To further demonstrate the usefulness of iNP, we applied
it to partition a yeast protein complex interaction
network. The yeast protein complex interaction network
consists of 1540 genes, and has a simple network structure,
with the modularity �0.79 partitioned by MSG, Qcut and
SC without iteration. The number of modules partitioned
by MSG, Qcut and SC is 197, 197 and 58, respectively.
The reason why SC partitioned such significantly less
number of modules than the other two methods was
because a large number of small isolated modules were
simply merged into large modules by SC. In contrast,
iNP-MSG, iNP-Qcut and iNP-SC partitioned the yeast
complex interaction network into 254, 249 and 158
modules, respectively, indicating that even though the
network structure of yeast network is simple, there were
still some modules unresolved by using the traditional
modularity-based methods. The time consumption on

partitioning the yeast complex network by iNP-MSG,
iNP-Qcut and iNP-SC was 9, 66 and 180 s, respectively.
To evaluate whether the partitioned modules by iNP

are biologically meaningful, we have developed a FLE
score to measure the quality of network division of real
biological network. For details about FLE, please refer to
the ‘Materials and Methods’ section. Briefly, FLE is the
summed difference of the averaged fumsim score of all
gene pairs in a module from the random fumsim score
over all partitioned modules. The fumsim score between
a pair of genes corresponds to the functional linkage
between these two genes, and was computed by consider-
ing all GO terms associated with these two genes (34).
A random funsim score for a pair of genes in the yeast
interaction network is 0.21. Thus, if a module has an
averaged fumsim score greater than the random funsim
score, then it includes more genes that are functionally
related to each other than random. Accordingly, the
higher the FLE of a partitioned network, the more
number of modules with enriched functionally related
genes the network has. As shown in Figure 3A, before
the iteration, the FLE score of the yeast network parti-
tioned by MSG, Qcut and SC was 85.7, 85.4 and 18.8,
respectively. In contrast, the FLE score of the yeast
network partitioned by iNP-MSG, iNP-Qcut and
iNP-SC was 104.7, 104.0 and 53.5, respectively, all

Figure 2. Performance of the iNP method in partitioning the simulated networks. (A–C) The Jaccard accuracy of iNP-MSG versus MSG, iNP-Qcut
versus Qcut, and iNP-SC versus SC, respectively, with the black, red, and green circles representing the complex, the medium complex and the simple
networks, respectively. (D) The fractions of the simulated networks initially partitioned by MSG, Qcut and SC that were further subjected for
iterative partitioning by iNP-MSG, iNP-Qcut and iNP-SC, respectively. (E) The boxplots of the Jaccard accuracy of different algorithms on
partitioning the complex, the medium complex and simple networks, respectively.
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showing significant improvement over the corresponding
non-iterative methods.
However, if a module is enriched with functionally

related genes, then random partitioning it into more
modules may result in the increase of FLE score as well.
To rule out the possibility that the improvement in FLE
by iNP was due to this reason, we further developed a
FCS and a FDS to inspect the modules that have been
subjected for iterative partitioning. For details about both
FCS and FDS, please refer to the ‘Materials and Methods’
section. Briefly, for a module that is further partitioned
into several smaller modules by iNP, the FCS assesses
the relative enrichment of functional-related genes in
the new modules to that in the parent module, while the
FDS evaluates whether the newly generated modules have
relatively distinctive functions between each other. If the
original module includes several functionally distinctive
smaller modules, then a successful partition will result
in both the FCS and FDS >1. In contrast, a random
partitioning will result in both FCS and FDS equal to 1,
while an unsuccessful partitioning will result in both FCS
and FDS <1. In Figure 3B and C, we show that for all
modules that have been subjected for further partitioning
by iNP, both the FCS and FDS were >1, indicating
that the significant increase of FLE by iNP was resulted
from successfully partitioning of the original modules
into functionally distinctive ones.

As an example, Figure 3D shows that the transcription
elongation complex, nucleosome assembly complex, SWI/
SNF-type complex, RSC complex and signal recognition
particle were merged together by MSG; in contrast,
iNP-MSG successfully partitioned these complexes
apart. Thus, compared with traditional modularity-based
methods, iNP was able to partition the yeast protein inter-
action network into more biologically meaningful gene
modules.

Partitioning a breast cancer gene co-expression
network by iNP

In addition to the yeast protein complex interaction
network, we also applied iNP to partition a breast
cancer gene co-expression network (see ‘Materials and
Methods’ section for how we constructed the network).
This network consists of 9112 genes, with a modularity
value around 0.6 partitioned by MSG, Qcut, and SC.
MSG, Qcut and SC partitioned the network into 222,
210 and 14 gene modules, respectively. Again, SC simply
merged many isolated modules into large modules. The
networks partitioned by traditional modularity-based
methods are dominated by the largest modules, with the
top four largest modules partitioned by MSG, Qcut and
SC accounting for around 91, 74 and 62% of all genes in
the network, respectively. In comparison, iNP-MSG,
iNP-Qcut and iNP-SC partitioned the network into 412,

Figure 3. Partitioning the yeast complex network by iNP. (A) The FLE scores of the yeast networks partitioned by different methods. (B and C)
show the FCS and the FDS scores of the modules initially partitioned by a non-iterative method that were further partitioned by iNP, respectively,
with each circle representing a module, and the color corresponding to different iNP methods. Module funsim score is the averaged funsim score of
all gene pairs in a module. For definitions of FLE, FCS and FDS, refer to ‘Materials and Methods’ section. (D) An example module initially
partitioned by MSG that was further partitioned by iNP-MSG. The most significantly enriched GO terms in each module are shown next to the
module (only GO terms with a size between 10 and 300 genes were considered and the threshold of the adjusted P-value was set <0.1).
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372 and 345 gene modules, respectively, with the top four
largest modules consisting of 33, 41 and 37% of all genes,
respectively. As for time consumption on partitioning the
breast network, MSG, Qcut and SC spent 11s, 323s
and 5404s, respectively, while iNP-MSG, iNP-Qcut and
iNP-SC spent 95s, 691s and 5933s, respectively.

Similar to analyzing the network partition results of the
yeast network, we used the FLE scores to evaluate the
quality of the partitioned breast cancer gene co-expression
networks by different methods. The FLE scores of the
networks partitioned by MSG, Qcut and SC are 6.6, 5.8
and 0.9, respectively. In contrast, it was improved to 15.0,
14.8 and 17.4 by iNP-MSG, iNP-Qcut and iNP-SC,
respectively (Figure 4A). As shown in Figure 4B and C,
for nearly all modules that were subject for iterative par-
titioning by iNP, both the FCS and FDS scores were >1,
indicating that the improvement in FLE by iNP was
resulted from successful partitioning the functionally dis-
tinctive modules unresolved by the non-iterative methods.

Thus, compared with the traditional modularity-based
methods, iNP was able to partition the breast cancer
gene co-expression network into more biologically
relevant gene modules. In addition, the extremely fast
speed and the good performance of iNP-MSG in parti-
tioning the large-scale breast cancer gene co-expression
network makes it an appealing choice for analyzing
large number of biological networks in parallel.
As an application of the partitioned gene co-expression

modules, we further identified gene modules showing
strong specificity to cancer. The details on how to
identify the cancer-specific gene, co-expression modules
can be found in the ‘Materials and Methods’ section.
Briefly, the cancer specificity of a gene module is defined
as the AUCROC of the module of using the median
gene expression value of the genes inside the module in
distinguishing cancer versus normal samples. Thus, an
upregulated or a downregulated gene module will have a
AUCROC greater or smaller than 0.5, respectively, and the

Figure 4. Partitioning the breast cancer gene co-expression network by iNP. (A) The FLE scores of the breast network partitioned by different
methods. (B and C) The FCS and the FDS scores of the modules initially partitioned by a non-iterative method that were further partitioned by iNP,
respectively, with each circle representing a module, and the color corresponding to different iNP methods. Module funsim score is the averaged
funsim score of all gene pairs in a module. (D and E) show an upregulated and a downregulated cancer-specific gene module partitioned by MSG
that was further partitioned into more modules by iNP-MSG, respectively. In both (D and E), M refers to ‘module’, and the numbers following M
refer to the index of a module. The nodes inside the module are colored according to the color intensity bar that indicates the AUCROC of each
module in distinguishing cancer versus normal samples. The most significantly enriched GO terms in each module are shown next to the module
(only GO terms with a size between 10 and 300 genes were considered and the threshold of the adjusted P-value was set <0.1). The colored text in
both (B and C) corresponds to the most significantly enriched GO terms of the modules partitioned by MSG.
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more deviated the AUCROC is from 0.5, the more specific
it is to cancer. Figure 4D and 4E show examples of an
upregulated and a downregulated gene module partitioned
by MSG that were further partitioned by iNP-MSG
into more cancer-specific gene modules, respectively.
The upregulated module partitioned by MSG consists of
2313 genes, with an AUCROC of 0.91 in distinguishing
cancer versus normal samples. The most significantly
enriched biological process GO terms in this module is
‘cell cycle checkpoint’ (P=6.0e-25). With iNP-MSG,
this module was further partitioned into 65 modules,
with 21 having an AUCROC >0.8. Among these
modules, the most significantly upregulated one has an
AUCROC of 0.98, with the most significant GO term
being ‘chromosome segregation’ (P=7.9e-27). This
module includes genes well known to be related to
breast cancer, such as BRCA1 (37,38), further confirming
its important roles in breast cancer. The downregulated
gene module by MSG consists of 2233 genes, with
an AUCROC of 0.066. The most significantly enriched
biological process GO term is ‘regulation of cell activa-
tion’ (P=1.1e-17). This module was further partitioned
by iNP-MSG into 89 modules, in which 37 have an
AUCROC <0.2. Surprisingly, four modules have
AUCROC >0.8, indicating that they were mis-classified
into the downregulated module by MSG. Among them,
the most significantly downregulated one has an AUCROC

of 0.026, with the most significantly enriched GO
term being ‘rhythmic process’ (P=0.009). Therefore,
compared with using traditional modularity-based
methods, the use of iNP to partition the breast cancer
gene co-expression network allowed for identification of
more cancer-specific gene modules with distinctive func-
tions, making it possible to derive biologically relevant
hypothesis to investigate the mechanisms of cancer cell
development and progression.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Modularity is one of the most popular benefit functions
used for network partition (4). However, there are
inherent limitations of the modularity function in detect-
ing dense modules (25). Though, a number of studies have
been conducted to resolve the limitation, this is still an
open problem to the community. In this study, we
tackled this problem by developing an iNP algorithm.
There are two main features of iNP. First, it provides
a general framework in which any modularity-based
methods can be implemented in the iterative partition
step. Second, MSG, an extremely fast greedy-based
method, is implemented to control the iteration step by
partitioning the random graphs in order to evaluate the
statistical significance of the modularity value of partition-
ing a pre-partitioned module. In both benchmarks of
simulated networks and real biological networks, we
have demonstrated that iNP achieved significant improve-
ment in the quality of network division over traditional
modularity-based methods, including one of the currently
most popular one—SC developed by Newman et al. What
makes iNP especially appealing is that with iNP-MSG,

partitioning a large-scale biological network, such as the
breast cancer gene co-expression network that consists of
9112 genes and 244 928 edges, only took <2min, yet the
resulted network is of better quality. Besides the breast
cancer gene expression data set used to construct the
co-expression network in this study, there are thousands
of gene expression data sets available for human and
many more for other model organisms in public data-
bases. Each gene expression data set can be converted
into a gene co-expression network, allowing for the iden-
tification of biologically meaningful modules and the
inference of the function of unknown genes. Biological
networks can also be constructed using other relation-
ships, such as correlated phylogenetic profiles, sequence
similarity, similar transcription binding sites, similar
histone modification patterns, etc. Each of these
networks can provide some knowledge about the func-
tions of genes, while analyzing these networks in parallel
can undoubtedly provide more insights toward unraveling
the complicated functional organization of genes in
cell. iNP that is not only accurate but also fast thus
makes analysis of large number of biological networks
computationally feasible.

The success of iNP can be attributed to the following
two reasons. First, though modularity has limitations in
detecting dense modules, we found that modularity tends
to preserve the primary network structure of undetected
dense modules, making it possible to develop a recursive
procedure to gradually resolve the network structure.
Second, the use of statistical significance to control the
iteration has been well demonstrated in hQcut developed
by Ruan et al. However, in hQcut, Qcut is used to parti-
tion both the pre-partitioned module and the generated
random graphs. Given that Qcut is >20 times slower
than MSG, this makes it computationally inefficient
for large-scale biological network analysis. In fact, in a
follow-up study by Ruan et al. (39), Qcut instead of
hQcut was used to partition a gene co-expression
network. In contrast, having observed that MSG can
partition networks with similar modularity value to that
by both Qcut and SC, we adopted MSG for partitioning
the random graphs, which greatly reduced the time
consumption of iNP.

However, because different modularity-based algo-
rithms can be implemented in iNP, the performance of
iNP is also dependent on the choice of the modularity-
based algorithms. For example, though iNP-MSG
improved significantly over MSG, compared with
iNP-Qcut and iNP-SC, it still performs worse in simulated
networks, suggesting that the choice of partitioning algo-
rithm plays an important role in deciding the quality
of final network division. However, for networks with
simple structure, such as real biological networks that
usually have sparse structure, iNP-MSG performed com-
parably to iNP-Qcut and iNP-SC. Therefore, for simple
networks such as real biological networks, probably the
iterative use of most modularity-based methods by iNP
could achieve good performance; for relatively complex
networks, in order to further improve the quality of
network division, development of new and more
accurate modularity-based algorithms may be necessary.
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On the other hand, because iNP simply recursively parti-
tions the pre-partitioned modules, it is unlikely to correct
the mistakes resulted from a previous partition. To solve
this problem, more efforts on designing a new benefit
function, or allowing for shuffling of nodes in between
modules, may be needed.

One of the difficulties in developing algorithms for
partitioning real biological networks is to evaluate the
quality of network division. Usually, the performance of
an algorithm can be estimated from simulated networks.
However, given that real biological networks are much
different from the simulated ones, direct inferring the per-
formance of an algorithm on real biological networks
from its performance on simulated networks may be
inappropriate. GO enrichment analysis has been used in
a number of studies to indicate the quality of real biologic-
al network division (33,40). However, because of the
complicated parent-child relationships between enriched
GO terms, GO enrichment analysis is not convenient
for direct comparison of the network partition results
between different methods and between different types
of networks. In this study, we have developed a simple
FLE score that takes into consideration both the relative
enrichment of functionally related genes inside a module
and the number of biologically meaningful modules,
allowing for direct comparison between the networks
partitioned by different methods and from different
types of data. In addition, we also developed a FCS and
a FDS to evaluate whether further partitioning on an
existing module is biologically meaningful, with FCS
indicating the relative improvement in capturing function-
ally related genes in the newly generated modules and
FDS indicating the relative functionally distinctiveness
between the newly generated modules. These scores
provide quantitative measurement on evaluating the
quality of dividing a biological network, allowing for
development of more sophisticated algorithms on parti-
tioning the real biological networks by maximizing the
FLE score. One thing worth to be noting is that when
calculating the FLE score, we excluded GO annotations
from computational predictions. A recent study on
function association found that using predicted GO
terms would benefit for making biological hypothesis
(41). Therefore, in the future, we will test the use of
predicted GO annotations in the FLE score. Finally, as
a general method, iNP can also be readily adopted to
analyze other biological networks, such as the metabolic
network, enabling us to uncover more biologically
interesting findings.
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